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2 Madison is Now Home to a New Invasive Species: The Jumping Worm 
A new invasive species migrates to southern Wisconsin, quickly causing noticeable ecosystem changes and unknown 

General long-term impacts. 
aes . By Erin Clements 

ae iat 4 Geographic Information System and Applications 
ar Geographic Information Systems is improving the lives of many by using data to distribute and store information 

*% about the physical characteristics and human activity on Earth, leading to new applications as technology improves. 
-g By Sarah Gerarden 

, a 5 Preservatives & the Truth About Choice 
Preservatives have been used throughout history and have become an invisible staple of our diets, so why do 

- s consumers fear them and how can this fear be reconciled with scientific data? 

ie vi By Ana Alba 

° 6 In-Vitro Tissue Fabrication 
- Professor Kristyn Masters explains how modeling diseased tissue significantly contributes to advancements in the 

‘ 5 i medical field. 
o> By Jemimah Mawande 

( ‘ 8 Healthy Eating and Sustainable Practices at the Campus Farmer’s Market 
‘ More than just fresh produce: the campus farmer’s market offers UW-Madison students healthy meal options and 

S sustainable farming practices. 
By Erica Calvache 

10 Use of CRISPR/Cas9 Genome Editing in Stem Cell Bioengineering 
Cover photo by Beth Enright The CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing technique has caught a lot of media attention in recent years, and for good 

reason. Scientists are able to make precise genome edits at a low cost relatively easily. This has major applications 
in the generation of stem cell models and has led to increased lab collaboration across the UW-Madison campus. 
By Makenna Hall 

12 Preventing Disaster Before It Happens 
UW Limnology Professor Stephen Carpenter's Lake Early Warnings experiment and what it means for ecology as a 
whole. 
By Patrick Byrne 

14 Smokey the Bear Lied to You 
Find us on Social Medial Flaws in existing fire management strategies are exposed by a year of unusually extensive wildfires in the West. 

Search for Wisconsin Engineer Magazine Bp ce a Oy 
17 Semi-Green Technology 

Pro The blind acceptance of renewable energy sources being environment-friendly may disregard the more complex 
environmental, economical, and social impacts of these developments. 
By Katlyn Nohr 

18 Small Fruit, Large Impact 
WiSCOSiNge Cranberries not only make an impact in a great holiday meal, but they are part of the identity of the state and an Join the er on he s ‘ 

important area of research at UW-Madison. 

Li ke By Ben Hayes 

in ed 20 Structural Dynamics Analysis of the Space Launch System 
Resp ue whe toe eagatines Gayla ouch wed be wale A peek into the analysis and planning vital to make a rocket mission successful. 

Seeshe new Mes fis st they corse oe By Jordan Wolff 

22 The Unexpected Connection: Inflammation and Depression 
Breakthrough studies in depressive disorders suggest a link between depression and inflammation as well as potential 
treament strategies. 

Of. 4 C1] By Lucy Shoemaker 

24 Updating New Software Can Bring loT on a Higher Security Level 
ol : We're moving closer to the widespread network called the Internet of Things (IoT). With this system, we're also moving 

closer to the benefits and threats it can bring us. 
By Yuliia Kapeliushna 
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While the Arboretum is home to many species like these geese, the jumping worms are an unwelcome guest. 

ess 

nvasive species have been wreaking havoc Herrick and colleague Marie Johnston of the UW __ in 2013, the Arboretum has been working closely 

on Wisconsin ecosystems for decades, dis- Soil Science Department have been looking into with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Re- 

rupting our native organisms, and physically how heat can affect the jumping worm cocoons _ sources to develop the best practices to mitigate 

altering the environment around us. To make _ by doing experiments with commercial compost, _ the spread of the species. “Arrive clean and leave 

things worse, a new invasive organism was re- _ which needs to be heated to acertain temperature _ clean is one of the biggest methods,” Herrick says. 

cently discovered at the UW Arboretum in 2013, _ to kill off pathogens. They found that all cocoons _ Using good gardening practices, such as cleaning 

known as the jumping worm. Formerly only were non-viable after being subjected to 40°C _ tools and shoes before moving to different areas, 

found in the southeastern part of the country, (104°F) — which is good news since commercial _ can be an easy way to help prevent the spread of 

these pests have slowly made their way up to the composters are required to heat their piles to a these invasive pests. “We don’t recommend dig- 

Midwest, with no intention of leaving. Compared — minimum of 55°C (131°F). As long as commercial _ ging up plants from your backyard and bringing 

to the common invasive European earthworms, composters are maintaining their piles correctly, them to a plant sale, unless you know for certain 

the jumping worms are of Asian descent, found _ they should be jumping worm-free. 

mostly in Korea and Japan. Mei 8 
Herrick worked with a former UW-Madison % _ Using good gardening 

Jumping worms have an annual life cycle because graduate student, Katie Laushman, who chose practices, such as cleaning tools 

their cocoons are able to withstand freezing tem- _ plots in areas of the forest where the jumping and shoes before moving to 

peratures, allowing them to survive through the worm is present, and compared these plots with a 

winter. The cocoons are brown and about two areas that the worm has not yet infested. The re- different areas can be an easy, 

millimeters in diameter, making them very hard searchers were able to tell where the worm was way to help prevent the spread 

to spot. By late April to early May, the cocoons _ present by looking at the changes in soil struc- of these invasive pests.” 

hatch, and the worms become adults within ap- ture. In areas the worm is located, the soil be- 9 
a ae biviier — Brad Herrick 

proximately 60 days. A dangerous trait of jump- comes much more loose and grainy since the 

ing worms is that they are parthenogenetic, worms consume the organic layer of forests very 

meaning that they can reproduce without a mate. rapidly, and their excrement becomes the new 

This means that all it would take is one jumping soil. Another method of figuring out where the that you don’t have jumping worms,” Herrick 

worm cocoon to start up the population. worms are located is to make a mustard pour, _ says. If planning to relocate or sell plants, a good 

which involves a blended mixture of dry mustard method to make sure people are not spreading 

Not much research has been done to figure out powder and water that gets poured over the soil. any jumping worms is to bare-root the plant. This 

exactly what impact the jumping worms willhave _ If the worms are present in the soil, they will sur- is done by washing the roots of the plant until all 

on native ecosystems, especially in the Midwest. face in just a few minutes as the mustard mixture _ of the soil is washed away, followed by placing a 
Brad Herrick, ecologist and research manager at __ irritates their skin. Herrick uses these locationsin wet paper towel over the roots to protect them 

the UW Arboretum, as well as other researchers _ order to identify control areas without the worm _ during the transfer. 

from UW-Madison, have assumed the task of so he can compare plant communities, soil struc- 

studying these new pests to learn about how they __ ture, pH levels, and other variables. Possibly the most important method in prevent- 

can affect our local forest and plant systems, as ing the spread of jumping worms is education 

well as how to eventually control their population. Ever since the discovery of the jumping worms on what to look for when out in nature. These 

Winter 201 jonni 2 Winter 2017 WiScOnSitNengineer



worms can quickly change the structure leagues plan to conduct tests with dif- 
of soil and inhibit the growth of native ferent dosages of an organic fertilizer to 
plants, so it is wise to keep an eye out for see its effects on the worms. This product 
any changes in soil composition. Adult may end up being something that gar- 
jumping worms are easily identifiable by deners can use themselves to reduce the 
their clitellum, which is a smooth whit- population of these worms. 

ish band near their head that goes all the 

way around their body. With European Continuing on with their research at the 
earthworms, their clitellum is the same Arboretum, Herrick and his team are al- 
color as their skin and only goes around ways looking for interested students to 
part of their body. Jumping worms also do projects. They are also looking into 
have different behavior than other earth- getting citizens involved in helping them 
worms such as squirming, slithering, track these invasive species by monitor- 
and jumping an inch or more off the ing the worms at the Arboretum or on 
ground when disturbed. their own properties. Working together 

: | as a community to mitigate the spread of 
Herrick has recently sent out a statewide Yue me, \ Ga the jumping worms and many other in- 
questionnaire to many environmental Raa . i vasive species can help keep our beautiful 
organizations around Wisconsin to see 4 a Wisconsin ecosystems healthy. So keep 
where the jumping worm has spread and RR SP f- MO ar your eyes peeled for this new Madison 

what people are doing about this invasive sion wh < a invader, but be careful - they can jump! @ 
species. As of right now, it is believed the a foe “- 
jumping worms are only in the southern = = = Written by: Erin Clements 
and central part of the state. During the Photography by: Jason Hakamaki 

summer of 2018, Herrick and his col- Design by: James Johnston 

The Arboretum has been working closely with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources to 
develop the best practices to mitigate the spread of the species and ensure the area is protected. 
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t is hard to imagine getting from one the users to contribute data, making ita _ the area. By comparing the similarity of . 
[== to another without the use of community-based system. This app gives the signal space via Wi-Fi routers to the \ 45 

modern technology. Today, most users an opportunity to volunteer data blueprint of the building, it would be pos- LV9# 
/ people depend on maps available on their to help other users decide which route sible to create a useful map. Being able to Ai. al 

phones to guide them through life. Clear- is most efficient in a particular area. The search the location of a room and having (4 “ io 
_ ly, cartography and mapping technology _app gives users the ability to inform oth- a virtual representation of a building to Ba et 

a * plays a vital role in the way in which hu- _ ers of traffic conditions, accidents, and a__ guide you to the specific room would have ==" ay 

L- "__ mans live. Recent advances in technol- variety of other things that could be on many applications. Imagine how much AY 
ogy and computation have given rise to the roads or causing delays. As Dr. Gao more studying you could do because you Ku 4 

- an entirely new field of study: geographic discusses this app, he emphasizes an im- _no longer need to leave early to find the pe 
~~ _ information systems, or GIS for short. The portant question: How can the quality of | exam room! This idea could greatly im- a 

___ best way to understand what GIS entails is _ user contribution be ensured? To explore prove productivity in large businesses, 77a 
to analyze this acronym by its parts. Ge- __ this, researchers, including Dr. Gao, look too, and all of it is accomplished through | eee 

_ ography studies population distribution, at multiple sources of geospatial big data __ pre-existing Wi-Fi routers. aan 
Ss __ climate, resources, land use, and even in- to find commonalities to determine the gee 

: dustry to understand physical character- quality of the data. So, what’s next with GIS? The goal is to eaters 
: "> _ istics and human activity on Earth as well have access to more data faster. Dr. Gao +} 

Fp AB as their effects. An information system is The second facet of Dr. Gao’s studies im- _ discusses the future with self-driving cars. |= frie 
WA . = a way to collect, create, store, process, and _ plements GIS technologies to identify spa~-_ In order to operate safely, self-driving cars (79 a 
YO distribute information. Geographic infor- tial social problems. “Social media,” Dr. _ require high-precision geospatial datas- (\ ae 

mation systems are the combination of ~ Gao explains as an example, “canbe used — ets and maps, which contain significantly od sis 
” these things, providing ways to store and _ to determine where people are and where more detailed road information and the Ve y/ 

ses se | _ distribute information about the physical _ people move.” Through this, hot spotsin true »ground (absolute accuracy) than + [* ei/ 

2 —\_ world and human activity. Through use of _ human traffic can be located. This could those found in current conventional geo- Pe 
— F 2 GIS, virtual maps are created that make _ be valuable for businesses as they look for _ spatial resources for driving. Information — < 
Seg _ the lives of humans much simpler, Not _ prospective real estate options, Because about lane location on roads, signs, sig- aie BN 

Se) only is GIS changing the way we navigate, information like this can be biased, how- _ nals, road conditions, and so many other ; Px 
Pes it is also shaping the way we learn about ever, Dr. Gao says he “synthesize|s] mul- data need to be readily available for cars to Vi}. ae 

the space in which we live. tiple sources to provide a more holistic be able to safely drive themselves. Dr. Gao ee 
view.” says transportation infrastructure will be i 

Dr. Song Gao, a professor at UW-Madison, crucial for the self-driving car with GIS, ———- 
"says that “location matters in business, in- Nonetheless, there are still uncharted providing high-precision mapping used & 
| __ telligence, and even in disaster emergency _ landscapes that Dr, Gao hopes to realizein not by humans but the self-driving cars : 

response,” highlighting the need for geo- _ his research. As GPS only works outside, themselves. GIS technology is growing are 
graphical analysis and the numerous. ap- _ indoor navigation is unknown territory in rapidly and will continue to playa large |) 
plications of it. Dr. Gao studies two sides — the world of GIS. Dr. Gao decided to take _ role in the way humans live. Next time you ss 

of GIS. on the task of researching a new and in- use the map applications on your phone, ss 
Pe, novative way of creating indoor maps of _ consider how that system makes your life 

bas The first of these is applied spatial analy- buildings. By using Wi-Fi routers to apply _ so much simpler. Remember, the applica- 
SE sis. This deals with technology, innova- spatial analysis, indoor virtual maps can _ tions of GIS are as limitless as the space in 
eS tion, and advancement of geographic sys- be obtained, and three-dimensional sur- which we live. @ ae eee 

, tems, such as using cell phones with GPS faces can be approximated. Unfortunately, ees 
for navigation. Dr. Gao uses geospatial big _ issues arise when walls and other objects, —_ written by: Sarah Gerarden ees 
data analytics to study human mobility. such as furniture, break the signal. To Photography by: Mayukh Misra 
This geospatial big data can be obtained _ resolve this issue; a sample of the places _ Design by: Patricia Stan 
from mobile phones. WAZE, for example, can be first obtained to gather informa- 
is a traffic and navigation app that allows tion about the distribution of objects in 

Maps have fundamentally changed the way we view 
the world and travel. 
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& the Truth About Choice 

Preservatives have been used throughout history and have become 

an invisible staple of our diets, so why do consumers fear them 

and how can this fear be reconciled with scientific data? 
hen your stomach growls after along types of hot dogs have similar levels of nitrite, _ pear to be necessary. Therefore, it is the responsi- 

W: of work, your first bite is not con- _ but hot dogs made with cultured celery powder _ bility of the USDA to use unambiguous language 
sumed with the thoughts of “What did are labeled as uncured. This leads consumers to and to close any regulatory loopholes that may 

I just eat?” You scarf down your meal, and you _ believe they are eating nitrite-free hot dogs. Even _ provide companies with the opportunity to de- 
move on with your day. Rinse, recycle, repeat. though the consumer believes this to be ahealth- ceive consumers. 
However, as consumers, the responsibility to re- ier alternative, all companies have not switched 
search and comprehend the items we choose to to this “uncured” hotdog as there may bea slight Yet, the real question remains if consumers will 
ingest is usually left to us, amidst much conflict- difference in taste between the two, according to _ ever change the way they choose their food. “It’s 
ing and misleading information. Milkowski. “You don’t achieve the same level of important that consumers think about what 

accuracy when using the natural source because they're putting in their mouths and weigh the 
Although consumers are aware that preservatives there may be some contaminants that can cause _ consequences. You can try to talk to consumers 
are in their food, the science behind them is still an odd flavor, for example. Meanwhile, the syn- and point out the science, but it doesn’t do much. 
misunderstood. A notable example is a preserva- _ thetically-made chemical allows you to dial in There’s a lot of emotional context with food,” 
tive called nitrite, a chemically reduced form of — what you want to do better which will bring about says Wendy Bedale, a science writer at the Food 
nitrate, which is responsible for the flavor and _ better results,” Milkowski says. Research Institute at the UW-Madison. For ex- 
pink color of cured meats. Nitrite is also effective ample, a hot dog at a baseball game is iconic, and 
in preventing the growth of pathogens like Clos- Conflict arises, however, when businesses market | when ordering, consumers usually do not think 
tridium botulinum. However, when combined _ these products to consumers as alternatives when _ about whether it may contain nitrite. This is due 
with certain amines or amides, nitrite has the at a chemical level they are not. This is troubling _ to the consumer's emotional connection to what 
potential to form nitrosamines, which have been because many may think that by choosing may be categorized as the traditional baseball ex- 
found to be carcinogenic for animals. In the uncured product they are making a perience. As Bedale mentions, scientific 
the 1960s, scientists realized that these healthier choice. Marketing schemes data becomes ineffective when com- 
nitrosamines formed when bacon - pared to the emotions associated with 
which contains nitrite - was fried at high food because emotions are more easily 
temperatures. Despite this alarming dis- understood and accepted by everyone. 
covery, the United States Department of Therefore, in the case of food, it becomes 
Agriculture (USDA) never banned the us- more difficult to reconcile our emotions 

age of nitrite because USDA scientists dem- with scientific data, which may lead to an 
onstrated that adding ascorbate or erythor- everlasting battle between the fear the con- 
bate during the curing process prevented the sumer experiences and the types of foods 
formation of nitrosamines when overall lev- they desire. Ultimately, consumers can re- 

els of nitrite were reduced. Instead, the USDA fuse or accept these types of foods, but their 
changed its regulatory policy to minimize the choices often follow patterns created by emo- 
levels of nitrite permitted and to require the tional contexts. 
addition of ascorbate or erythorbate during the 

curing process. Even though scientists proved it Consumers should be wary of marketing 
was safe to use nitrite under these new standards, schemes that take advantage of food trends since 
instances like this one have led consumers to fear consumers are influenced by their emotional 
nitrite and other preservatives. connections to food. If the government does not 

close regulatory loopholes that may lead to misin- 
Perhaps the biggest scandal associated with ni- formed decisions, it becomes the responsibility of 
trites today comes from food companies tak- the consumers to spread accurate information. As 
ing advantage of the consumer's desire to eat a community of consumers, providers, scientists, 
healthy food. “[Food companies] are finding _ like this one prey offthe susceptibility ofconsum- _ and businesspeople, we must all sit at the dinner 
natural sources for ingredients consumers worry _ ers and create the illusion of choice while taking it _ table and have these sorts of conversations about 
about, and they are identifying how they can use —_ away. This is especially dangerous in low-income _ food to ensure a future of informed decisions. ® 
that source to create the same product,” Andy neighborhoods where choices for healthier alter- 
Milkowski says, an adjunct professor in the de- _ natives are already very limited. The reality is that written by: Ana Alba 
partment of animal sciences at UW-Madison. _ without preservatives, like nitrite, food items like Photography by: Abhi Kumar 

Most hot dogs, for example, contain synthetic cured meats would not be safe for consumption _ Designby:PatriciaStan 
nitrite to preserve the quality of the meat. Some _ by the time they are bought from the shelves of 
hot dogs, however, are cured with cultured celery _ a grocery store. In a time where very little of our 
powder, which naturally contains nitrite. Both food comes from local sources, preservatives ap- 
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a 1 : Research 

is perhaps more crucial in deciphering the se- _ tissues responded to disease. Like the damaged 
quences of illness. Knowledge of these sequences __ tissue, this difference was an accidental discovery 
can consequently eliminate the need for tissue or _ while researching CAVD. During the process of 
organ replacement, extremely invasive processes _ observation, some pig heart valves calcified at a 

to the human body. In the case of CAVD, Masters _ much higher degree than others. The researchers 
stated, “There are known risk factors associated initially assumed that some of the heart valves 
with [CAVD] such as high cholesterol, smoking, were damaged and ineligible for modeling. Mas- 
being male or female... we try to put those things _ ters suggested the next samples be categorized by 
together in a dish to understand what comes male and female pigs. “We found that the male 
first...” Masters finally noted that diseased tissue heart valves calcified at a much higher degree 
is useful in determining patient variability in re- _ than the female ones,” Masters says. This obser- 
sponse to certain treatment. Through analysis of _ vation correlates to the higher susceptibility of 
the tissue and its microenvironment, it has been the male anatomy to CAVD due the higher cal- 
observed that certain biomarkers dictate the re- cium content. 
sponsiveness to medication for diseases, such as 
CAVD and cancer and age-related macular de- Diseased tissue modeling has accomplished nu- 
generation, the leading cause of blindness. merous advancements in the medical field. Ever 

moving forward, Masters has a publication in the 
works providing more detail on deciphering the 

W “In the lab setting, we probe = sequence of certain diseases. Additionally, the 
. Bi lab is making headway in ordering the sequence 

more into the causation of disease progression. The discovery that the 
sequence of disease and male and female anatomies have different micro- 

through engineering diseased "vironments and behaviors down to the cellular 

. . level is also starting to gain more interest in the 
tissues, onecanfillinthe gaps — jedical research field. 
between different snapshots of 

the various disease stages.” One of the lab objectives is the discovery of fac- 
E tors such as molecules or behaviors that can be 

- Professor Kristyn Masters inhibited to slow the growth of the disease. The 
biggest prevailing challenge is determining the 
right factors without simultaneously destroy- 

The process of manufacturing the diseased tissues _ ing the surrounding tissue. Who knows? Maybe 
and organs is specifically intriguing to Masters. this hindrance will be yet another eye-opener for 
The researchers acquire natural samples froman- more revolutionary discoveries in medical re- 

imals (primarily pigs), which serve as templates _ search. @ 
to create synthetic models due to limited supply 
and variability. With these complex, recreated written by:Jemimah Mawande 
models of synthetic polymers, or naturally oc- _ Photography by: Beth Enright 
curring proteins, they closely mimic the organs _ Designby:Patricia Stan 

and tissues in humans. During this fabrication 

process, another significant discovery was made 

regarding the distinction in how male and female 

ee 
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all at Union South! One cannot help but such as University Health Services or the FH. © F 
Fins of students studying, watching films King Students for Sustainable Agriculture, also : ; 

at the Marquee, and having fun at Sat- set up a booth. a r 

urday Badger Bashes. One fall event that few alan =. 
people may be aware of is the Thursday Campus To promote student health, the organizers of am et i es ae 

Farmer's Market. From 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.,theen- the campus farmer's market have come up with i 3 7 a ere 

trance to Union South is the site of a small yet “Farm-to-Table” bags. Created with students in J 4 a as ea 
lively gathering of local vendors. Promoting ac mind, these bags include both a selection of JJ 2 ‘ 
cessible and healthy produce to students while _ fresh fruits and vegetables as wellasanexample jj i : 
showcasing sustainable farming practices, this recipe that makes use of them. Both the vegeta- Ii 5 = 

weekly event benefits both students and the bles and recipe included change weekly. From 4 Se mae 

community. mashed potatoes to pico de gallo, students (as 
well as anyone else who purchases these bags) 

Julie Grisa, a marketing major in her senior year, can prepare a quick and healthy meal. Ncy q 0 

is a manager of the Dining Service Student QRUB cy 
Project and has been coordinating the Campus » ’ \QRUB S ; ; tHe tn ‘ mF 
Farmer's Market for two years. Grisa says shefirst 7 “Varietyinfoodisfun, andthe “' pelett 1 aw 
became interested in the farmer's market due to farmer’s marketisa great way Chilled Espele ¢ 
her veganism and interest in nutrition. “Vendors e ar 

have cool insights and offer interesting perspec- to try and explore new things: 

tives on growing their produce,” Grisa says. -Julie Grisa % 

One way the farmer's market supports sustain- - 
ability is by inviting vendors that are committed Although there may be some that deride the ae 

to environmentally responsible farming prac-  farmer’s market as being too expensive or lack- [i ou P 

tices. Parrfection Produce, which distributes ing in variety, a 2011 study by the Northeast 5 e 

produce from local Amish and Mennonite farm- Organic Farming Association of Vermont has ae ’ 
ers, follows a set of guidelines known as Good — shown that farmer's markets have compara- | < 
Agricultural Practices. Regulated by the USDA, _ tively lower prices than their supermarket coun- [iy are F 

Good Agricultural Practices ensures that the _ terparts. “Variety in food is fun, and the farmer’s iss g 

food grown is safe, wholesome, and minimally | market is a great way to try and explore new ef 

impacts the environment. In particular, produc: things ... through farmer’s markets I’ve eaten _ - 

ers are responsible for ensuring that microbial foods that | never would have tried before, like 
food safety hazards are minimized at all levels kohlrabi,” Grisa says. The Campus Farmer's Mar- 
of production. To cut down on plastic waste, re- ket is a great way to step a little out of yourcom- <= f 

usable canvas bags are also distributed during fort zone while staying healthy and reducing == “ F 

the farmer's market, and discounts are given to your environmental footprint. ® aoa 

shoppers who use these bags. 

Written by: Erica Calvache 

The Campus Farmer's Market has more to offer photography by: Beth Enright 9 

than just fresh produce. A variety of other prod- _ Design by: Julia Mauser tadanteeare Rony ablelto purchase 

ucts, ranging from gluten-free baked goods to 3 : 

chili pepper concoctions, are also available to  wike variety of food, but also spices to 

purchase. Every week, campus organizations, season their meals. 

| The farmer's »- offer; ee. S Ee ¥ : 2 
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genome editing technique © 
ot A 

has caught a lot of media Genol He Editing ia Stel a 
cae ° ° A A p 

1 asta aaa Cell Bioengineering 
and for good reason. J 

Scientists are able to ; ; ye 
NA contains our entire genetic makeup. _ searcher's specific needs. 

° Unique to each individual, a genome is 
make precise genome like a blueprint, containing the instruc- The system consists of two molecules that intro- 

2 tions to build a person. Even more important, duce a change in the DNA sequence. The first is a 
edits ata low cost perhaps, is that our genome harbors the mutations _ piece of guide RNA (gRNA), a pre-designed RNA 

2 - 7 that cause genetic defects. It would seemas though sequence found in a longer RNA strand. This lon- 
relativel easil h This replacing these erroneous genes is impossible, but er strand will bind itself to a DNA sequence, and By g 8g P 8 q 

a new genome editing technique has been devel- _ the gRNA will guide the second component of the 
has major applications oped that may allow for precise repair of these system to the genome site that a scientist would 

genes or even have us selecting the physical traits like to edit. The second part of this system is the 
2 2 of our children in the future. This technology also | Cas9 enzyme that acts like a molecular pair of scis- 
m the generation of has the potential to contribute to the cure of many __ sors to cut the double strands of DNA at a specific 

ll d 1 d currently incurable genetic defects. location in the genome. A single cut will be used 
stem cell models an to drop out a certain gene, such as the peptide se- 

= Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindrom- _ quence that creates the active site of a protein. 
has led to increased lab ic Repeats, CRISPR for short, is a new genome ed- 

iting technique that began hitting research labs in At UW-Madison, Dr. Krishanu Saha is using this 
collaboration across the 2012 and has received a lot of media attention since | CRISPR-Cas9 technique in his work with stem 

its development. Researchers choose this technique cells. Saha became interested in bioengineering 
—~M. ; due to its relatively low costs and its ability to make while earning his undergraduate degree. During 

UW- adison campus. more precise edits. Prior to CRISPR, TALENs and __ this time, he conducted research on how cells make 
Zinc Fingers were the main genome editing tech- _ the decision to become one type of cell or another 
niques. Both of these systems work well to make in a process known as differentiation; this infor- 
DNA strand breaks and conduct repairs. However, mation is not only genetically encoded in the cell 
these systems are less efficient when attempting _ but also depends on the environmental factors sur- 
multiplexed mutations, which puts a mutation in _ rounding the cell. Continuing this work into his 
multiple genes at the same time. These systems _ post-doctoral research, Saha sought to understand 
also take more time to develop as their structures _ types of genetic information cells have that can be 
are more complicated; CRISPR RNA can be made manipulated in the cell. Now Saha’s lab is looking 
in a lab almost overnight while the prior systems _ at the function of different genetic variance in hu- 
require weeks, months, or even years to generate _ man stem cell lines and integrating new functions 
the necessary specific RNA sequences. With this into genomes through synthetic biology. Saha uses 
technology, researchers are given the opportunity | CRISPR as a tool to write into the genome effec- 
to see how far we can engineer a cell and poten- _ tively and test the functionality of a sequence in 
tially create any DNA sequences to meet any re- human stem cells. 
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Currently, Saha and his team of researchers are fo- _ projects have begun that would not have, had the tech- 
cused on making the CRISPR tool more precise. This nology not been available. These collaborations have 
technique has yet to be perfected; sometimes other changed the way some research is conducted at UW- 
genome sequences adjacent to the targeted sequence Madison. One such project is the creation of example 
or sequences in another part of the cell are changed, _ tissue cells to use in the testing of toxins. CRISPR is 
so the goal is to better control this. To accomplish this used to tag specific genes with a fluorescent protein 

, task, Saha’s team has spent the last two years attempt- _ that will visibly glow if a gene is turned on or off in 
ing to coat the elements of CRISPR with polymers _ the presence of a toxin. This is a noninvasive process 
that assist in delivering the system to the right places _ that allows medical researchers to better understand 
in the cell upon injection. To toxins and diseases that 
make changes to the genome the body may encounter. 
sequence, the necessary pro- “As a research tool, it’s game Saha has found many suc- 
teins, nucleic acids, and mol- changing.” cesses at his lab here in 

ecules need to be at the proper Wisconsin and sees it as fj 
place in the cell. This does not “a great place to work.” He fi 

always occur naturally at the - Dr. Krishanu Saha continues, “It’s rare to have 4 
desired site in the nucleus. a [College of Engineering] i 
The addition of these decora- and Biomedical Depart- | 
tive polymers to the CRISPR system helps to correctly _ ment that work so well with others on campus, the i 

align each element. Saha’s lab has been successful in medical school...the WID (Wisconsin Institute of Dis- He 
using this coating method to increase delivery accura- covery), it’s been a phenomenal environment for my- | “a 
cy. Their next step is trying to further understand how _ self and my students.” Here at Wisconsin, we've been i * 
the system works and how it will function in differ- able to successfully integrate new technologies such as Be 

. ent cell types to improve the effectiveness of genome CRISPR and create research connections in the pur- 
editing. suit of exponential growth in discovery. @ 

Since its development, CRISPR has led to many pos- _ Written by:Makenna Hall 
sibilities in genome editing besides its intended pur- _ Photography by: Beth Enright 

pose. Researchers, including students, have the ability _ Design by: Patricia Stan gi 

to look at any gene and make changes in such a short ' 

period that collaboration among different labs and . 
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aan 32 Professor Step ente e UW-Madison’s 

UW Limnology Professor Stephen Carpenter’s Lake Early Warnings 

experiment and what it means for ecology as a whole. 

r hough you may not always realize it, eco- an entirely different stable state. and we can see where it’ll go next.” Ecologists 
systems around us are constantly in flux. had found the theory to be convincing in small 
Species leave and enter them, weather Thus, ecologists decided to find these break experiments, as they saw rises in both statistical 

events change their ambient conditions, and we points. They theorized that ecosystems display measures before ecosystem shifts. However, they 
as humans alter their physical shape through our general statistical indicators in their popula-~ had no way to see if it held true for actual eco- 
actions. Over millennia, ecosystems have evolved tions prior to crossing these break points, namely _ systems. Enter Professor Carpenter and the Lake 
to cope with these external pressures, but dras- rises in the intertwined statistical measures of _ Early Warnings project. 
tic forces may still alter their resting state. For variance and autocorrelation. Variance refers to 
years, scientists theorized that ecosystems might _ the fluctuation of a characteristic of the system. Beginning in 2008, the four-year project studied 
display indicators hinting at these massive shifts. | Consequently, an increase in variance signals an _ two lakes in Northern Wisconsin, Peter and Paul, 
Yet while these theories were shown in experi- increase in a system’s instability. Autocorrelation and attempted the unprecedented - to test if the 
mental settings, ecologists never observed such _ refers to the ability to predict a characteristic of theory of general statistical indicators held true 
phenomena on an ecosystem scale — that is, un- for a full ecosystem. Carpenter’s team gradually 
til UW-Madison Limnology Professor Stephen 7 added top predators (largemouth bass) to Peter 
Carpenter conducted his Lake Early Warnings y “nll ecosystems haveacertain while making no changes to Paul, their control 
experiment. amount of tolerance to changes lake. As they did so, they monitored chlorophyll 

* e 2 levels in the lake to track the phytoplankton 
Professor Carpenter characterizes stability as a in the disturbance regime, but population. The team hoped to cause a “regime 
fundamental idea in ecology, describing it as the all ecosystems have limits, and shift,” pushing the ecosystem across a break 
capacity of an écosystem to return to a set refer- we're testing and transgressing point and into an alternate stable state. Before the 
ence point. The idea of resilience is slightly more : Bs >, manipulation, Peter’s food web consisted of few 
complex. In the 1970s, ecologists realized that those limits more and more large predatory fish, many smaller fish, phyto- 
ecosystems often have multiple stable configu- plankton, and algae. After the manipulation, the 
rations, and sufficient outside stresses can cause lake would have many large fish, few small fish, 

them to cross a “break point” and shift between __ the system based on its previous behavior. When _ larger phytoplankton, and less algae than before. 
states. “Resilience is the distance that an ecosys- _ autocorrelation is low, the directly preceding data. Moreover, the team expected to see the statistical 
tem has to travel or the magnitude of change nec- _ gives little indication of the system’s subsequent _ warnings (rises in the variance and autocorrela- 
essary to cross a break point,” Carpenter says. In _ behavior. “Think of it as the speed the system is _ tion of phytoplankton size) before the shift took 
layman’s terms, once the stress is removed after moving,” Carpenter says. “When autocorrelation _ place. Yet despite the hypothesis’ strong theoreti- 
crossing a break point, the ecosystem settles into is high, the system is moving relatively quickly, _ cal basis, Carpenter says his team still felt uncer- 

12 Winter 2017 WISCONSiNeagiee



tain. “The theory is very strong in the physical Carpenter said. Once again, the hypothesis held. that it decreases the resilience of certain eco- 
sciences, but lakes are very messy systems. A lot When the plankton populations displayed what systems to change so much as it increases the 
of variables are hard to account for, so we really the team deemed significant increased in vari- stresses to unprecedented magnitudes... Ecosys- 
didn’t know what to expect,” Carpenter says. ance and autocorrelation, they halted the flow tems are no stranger to disturbance, and every 

of the nutrients into the lake, and the changes ecosystem has a natural disturbance regime to 
By fall 2010, the shift had begun in earnest. Fish reversed themselves. The phytoplankton popu- which it’s adapted. All ecosystems have a certain 
traps showed an increase in large predators and _ lation stabilized, and no toxic algae bloom oc- amount of tolerance to changes in the distur- 
a significant drop in the population of small fish, curred. Moreover, these changes manifested al- _ bance regime, but all ecosystems have limits, and 
and the phytoplankton had grown larger. More most immediately ~ the team observed them the _ we're testing and transgressing those limits more 
importantly, the team observed clear signals be- _ very next day. and more,” Carpenter says. 

forehand. Beginning in the spring of 2009, vari- 
ance and autocorrelation of phytoplankton size The important part about Carpenter’s study is As for what’s next, Carpenter has several projects 
began to increase and continued doing so until _ what it reveals about ecosystems as a whole. Be- _ lined up. Currently, he’s working with fellow pro- 
their peak in early summer of 2010. For the first cause his experiment confirms the existence of _ fessor Tony Ives and other researchers, analyzing 
time, a general statistical indicator of an ecosys- _ a general statistical indicator, the results extend hundreds of sediment cores drawn from lake- 
tem shift had been observed on a full ecosystem —_ beyond just the lakes he studied. “All ecosystems _ beds in an attempt to find the same early warn- 

scale. have evolved some sort of resilience, as they've _ ing signs of ecological shifts in sediment records. 
been around for hundreds of thousands of years,” _In the end, however, Carpenter says his heart is 

Next, Carpenter’s team set out to performasimi- Carpenter says. “By comparing the activity ofthe set on developing more full-ecosystem experi- 
lar experiment but with an important twist. They _ warning signs in various ecosystems, [ecologists] _ ments. “Ecology is so incredibly scale dependent, 
would add nutrients to Peter, again attempting to _ should be able to discern the relative resilience of _ so there’s always a great need for more large-scale 
shift the ecosystem, this time in favor of cyano- the ecosystems.” Additionally, Carpenter’s work studies.” ®@ 
bacteria — toxic algae. However, when warning may also give scientists a weapon in the fight 
signs escalated, they would cease the flow of nu- against climate change and human-caused eco- _ written by: Patrick Byrne 
trients, testing whether the warning signs indi- system destruction. His study seems to suggest Photography by: Simon Hensen 
cated an inevitable system shift or were just that that by observing warning signs and discerning _ Designby:Patricia Stan 
- warning signs. “Even though the data ended their cause, the stresses put on the system could 
up taking a few years to fully analyze, we pretty be stopped, thus stopping ecological disaster be- 
quickly had a good idea of what it would reveal, fore it occurs. However, Carpenter cautions that 
and seeing if we could halt the shift after seeing climate change alters the drivers of ecosystem 
the warning signs felt like the logical next step,” shifts. “The problem with climate change isn’t 
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fires are categorized as megafires, burning at least i *. aes Ae we Ngee Nae a parate 

a Be eA OR Ud 4 ed reflection over how and why the frequency of _ ig pt ¢ v Sail | ae anti Wecice ‘Air ae ies ge ment goes, | 4 aes i C 4 a ae GOO ei 6, aes ir as fire m anager ce a 
5 megafires is increasing. They have also encour- ins nf? 4 wv ~. i be this manifests asia “let it burn” policy, where we | 
id aged . of fire Ree Ps . AY roa f r ow we 2 2 fs a allow or he ve run their course naturally. | i otection of human lives and — iraqi " Lt ee A tt aro li ies pro- | IBD property without unnecessary alteration ot forest NMA NEM fl AO Cobivesse. congestion: Tal Policies pg property without unnecessary alteration o wall i ‘oe Poa \ A eek ” which benefits | ecosystems. fia. Xe OR vert partes through a coexistence between ha | : ow a. ere PMNS man development and the wilderness, Gonserva- | “@ ‘the last century of forest fire “Management in Hid ( we a2 ow bt Pet ne Veni paaeeeble to expect that we *) the United States consisted mainly of complete { Meee ‘ yo ro Pe | ignore the AM alueenteee and societal influences suppression of all fires, treating any burning as “Does ee NG 1 il ge Ne ae meee management strategies. : a negative outcome. This approach slowly trans- \ \ r\ Da at s " | ah ao Te ae ae 

formed the historically “patchy” structure and | i i ch, iy ra & F Gor ee A a sticcess in dealing with for: a distribution of the original forests of the West 4 ae . ie ‘. << AS | est fires is.instead measured by ensuring ae 
7 into the much more uniform, dense forests Wee : hes } ae \ ~ Ce « es ohilte and property, focusing on preventative | 4 today. Paul Hessburg, a research lamdscaps ecclo. & " a Meeks ‘e r | policies th: at allow for establishment of a new sta- © gist with the National Forest Service, explainsthat | 1 rN . Ne 900, Gea BD students GW a | “the historical forest landscape wai can V3 " \ . , price ison’s Department of Forest and Wildlife Ecology, 7 ly evolving patchwork of open and closed canjay it : : Ke ecm into this category, explaining that he feels “we 4 f all ages.” This landscape allowed for fre- | * Py § 4 eet ome forests of all ages. ne See "oo eel AS Po need to coexist with nature, not exclude ourselves 4 quent, but much smaller, Withee Ae ud a S. -from nature But a: really stained history © clear the understory of different portions of the | yi w ad ee ae as gece ee ath 2 4 i destroying the oyerstory cano} sy of ds oe gorest without destroy a | aa } team that investigates the effects of megafires on fae °° bigger, older ee Peas a thesspotted @\il aid other old-forest species. The ; often contain high quantities of dense under a 2 eas Fite - ‘released a paper in 2016 investigating the "growth and slash, a kind of woody debris. These ie ee are | to these animals. : 

flames to climb up and i ene. ‘Overstory camo | rat . Free A a ine spotted owl depend 
i = eee | CORRE HEBER aE oie Rene y safe see enn ee Cohan We aa ee to : “|, ies of the biggest trees, which we e usually = ee | on dense understory canopies for their natural [7 from the flames of smaller eee ee) Fare } habitats and don’t ty; pically live in the more open fires we see today are often rea te d in § sin iilarly ~ Vo ew A oe enone ue Gay Fe ee a v / forests which res ma dense ost aan ‘ | canopy and brush 1p help reduce megafires, Un- % os hence aaa f r LC forcinatal ly, forest structures with dense under- W Fighting these megafires has led to.thé National. " on cs aes ID shat exe highly ces Macive 7 Forest Service spending moré than half of its en-— po ee 2 ae : Te - a sta eae ane lan ra preg . Say f P ee 
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zy he outward expansion of land development not anti-dam, we're pro-smart dam,” McIntyre _ gate their vulnerability to variability,” as Block says. 

is putting an increasing strain on both avail- _ says. This line of reasoning follows in other renew- 

ability and quality of natural resources. To able energy systems as well. Implementing these _ Inthe case of several hydropower systems, fewer fish 

combat this trend, there has been a push toward systems requires research and forethought to avoid _ are able to complete their migratory cycles and die 

implementing renewable energy systems that can _ unintended consequences on local biodiversity and _ out. Because of this, there will be less seafood avail- 

support the rising energy need in developed and de- _ other negative environmental effects. able for trade and sale on the market, damaging the 

veloping regions, while protecting and preserving economic vitality of the fishery. More importantly, 

our limited resources. Unfortunately, the benefits of | Areas such as the Congo and Ethiopia are still in _ there will be less fish available as a food source for 

this “semi-green technology,” as Dr. Pete McIntyre __ the developing stages of widespread energy use. The _ local communities. Thus, not only will the dams be 

of UW-Madison refers to it, are often accepted with- hope in these areas is that reliable sources of power _ impacting the well-being of the fish but also the lo- 

out accounting for the potential impacts on local from hydroelectric dams will lead to increases in __ cals, as “you're undercutting their food supply,” ac- 

biodiversity, agriculture, and sociopolitics. education, a higher standard of living, and a place _ cording to McIntyre. In the act of supplying power 

in the profitable international energy market. to these people, their livelihoods may be put in dan- 

A key renewable energy system utilized today is hy- ger. These systems not only affect the environment 

dropower. One pressing issue associated with the — However, it is conceivable that there could be un- _ of their immediate surroundings but the local, and 

building of dams and other hydropower structures intended side effects upon construction. Conse- _ even global, economy as food security, livelihoods, 

is the altering of the natural river processes and _ quences of these dams extend just beyond threats to _ and job growth in related industries are affected. 

therefore the local ecology. This problem is com- _ biodiversity. At UW-Madison, Professor Paul Block 

pounded by the fact that the areas of highest biodi- studies the many impacts that dam construction Ultimately in regard to energy system planning, 

versity are also often the areas seen as most efficient may have on local agriculture and the “hydropoli- _ this research serves as “another piece of the puzzle,” 

for hydropower. At UW-Madison, McIntyre and his _ tics of the Nile,” as Block refers to it. Block says. Both professors see their research as 

community within the limnology department are only “one of the many elements in planning the fu- 

particularly concerned with the impact these tech-__ A proposed dam to be completed in summer 2018 _ ture of hydropower,” McIntyre says. With our con- 

nologies are having on their surroundings. “You _ in Ethiopia will be the first of its size on the Blue _ sumption of energy still on the rise, more renewable 

have specialized species; you have a very small area _ Nile and poses potential issues. The building of the _ systems, including hydropower, will be built. In or- 

that they’re restricted to... and those are the areas damand reservoir will alter the flow ofthe riverand — der to maintain an ecological balance that can be 

that we tend to mess up the most,” McIntyre says. regulate it for steady power production. While this _ sustained, energy system planning and careful fore- 

i may seem like a positive outcome, “sometimes we're _ thought will become even more paramount, espe- 

Many of the fish species in large volume regions _ solving one problem and we're actually creating an- _ cially in the developing regions of Asia and Africa. 

of rivers, where dams are often built to maximize _ other one,” Block says. The natural flooding of the | “All of these anthropogenic changes are having real 

energy output, are only able to live in these streams _ plains around the river provide annual renewal of — ecological impacts,” Block says. Hopefully through 

above a certain threshold volume. This is a great nutrients and ensure reliably productive soil. Re- _ the work of many engineers and scientists, new in- 

danger in areas like the Mekong River Basin in moval of this ancient agricultural technique will formation can be used by policymakers to best ex- 

southeast Asia, home to over 1,000 species of fish _ have a significant impact on the practices of farmers __ press local and global interests of citizens and their 

and invertebrates as well as an active site of hy- in the area. environment. @ 

dropower development. Many of these fish species 
depend on migration across miles of river channel _ Additionally, Egypt will likely receive less freshwa- Written by:Katlyn Nohr 

to complete their life cycles. By more closely exam- __ ter as Sudan diverts it upstream as a steady source __ Photography by:Jason Hakamaki 

ining the species present in areas of proposed dam _ of water for irrigation. In the face of these changes, __ Design by: Jonathan Evans 

building, McIntyre hopes to provide government _ engineers like Block develop precipitation predic- 
agencies and engineers with information on the tion models that can provide farmers with insight 
least damaging areas for dam construction. “We're _ on the upcoming growing season in order to “miti- 
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“The recipe wasn’t quite right,” says Dr. Shawn _ lion to the state. “It is the most important fruit Cranberries ur only 
Stephens, a researcher at UW-Madison, speaking crop in the state, and it supports tens of thou- _ 5 
about cranberries. This comment, however, does _ sands of jobs,” Stephens says. Cranberries are the da 0) impact ee 
not refer to a recipe that is made to complement _ cornerstone crop to many communities in central 2 : 
a steaming slice of turkey on Thanksgiving—Ste- Wisconsin and sustain entire counties such as Ce CE Tea meal, 

phens refers to the recipe of pheromones he uses Monroe and Juneau. 
to help stop pests, like moths, from eating the : iia aay ine part Mara 
valuable crop. At UW-Madison, Stephens works Wisconsin is geographically blessed to have 
to protect cranberries, the most important fruit such a large impact on cranberry production. In 2 - 
industry in Wisconsin, by implementing new south-central Wisconsin, a large quantity of the eae Us the Sed Cu 
techniques in crop protection. land is marsh. Little else can grow in this region : 

but moss, shrubbery, and cranberries. The soil i important eae of 

3 is highly acidic, and this land has little residen- . 
v “It is the most important tial development value because of the poor soil [MNRAYaCiae mim OM WAN Cle Lum 

fruit crop in the state, and it structure. Yet, there is plenty of water to use for 
supports tens of thousands of harvest. With he conditions, Wisconsin finds ' Pca ‘ . 

A a itself in a prime location for this crop, allowing & zk i 
jobs.” tis industry to flourish in what otherwise would ( J —_ oe 

-Shawn Stephens _ belittle-used countryside. , e 3 “se A ae * 7 
‘ PhD 

Cranberries digress from most prototypical fruits n eS y Sienl ; € - a 
Unbeknownst to the average Wisconsinite, cran- _ by the way they are harvested and consumed. Un- a Je & A i 
berries are key to the identity of Wisconsin as the __ like most fruit, only five percent of cranberries are eo ? tA - 

state provides over 60% of all the U.S. production _ purchased raw, as most people prefer to eat the 9 ee / o J 
of cranberries. This industry is worth $350 mil- fruit in juices or dried. What also sets the berries & - , Mi # 

tt = 

ef Wea. 
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"Cranberry Bog at Hook Lake Bog State Natural Area. p i oN 
While it might not look like much in the off season, \ \ WUE AP Sewn 

_ this cranberry bog is alive with bright red and bur- | RS ¥ NV Re 9. 1M ‘i ; 
_ gundy hues during harvest. Hook Lake's cranberry _ , ESN ie Wires) 
_ bogs feature a diverse ecosystem of aquatic vegeta- || US Oe A We ee AN See : 

_ tion including paper birch, bogbean, leather-leaf, Sires Dita y 
| and, ofcourse, cranberry! ; Us Pa ‘ n 
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ae pee a 
apart is their unique way of harvesting, spread throughout the crop fields. When _ while doing little harm to the environ- 
which involves flooding the fields, called mating season begins, called “flight,” the ment. The dollops of the waxy substance 
bogs, with water. This uncommon tech- males can’t find the females because the eventually break down into miniscule 
nique can be realized because of thecran- _ bogs are covered in a giant cloud of fe- _ pieces and integrate into the soil. 
berries’ four hollow cavities in the center male pheromone, decreasing the amount 
of the fruit which allow them to floaton of eggs being laid. The consistency of Researchers like Stephens protect one 
water, enabling easy collection. this wax sounds less than desirable, in of the most important products to the 

Stephens words, “it’s like a yogurt wax _ state. Work like this sustains more than 
Stephens and other researchers at UW- soup.” Stephens helped bring this pest just cranberries, as it preserves aspects 
Madison protect this crop by mitigat- mitigation technique from the Northwest of Wisconsin’s culture, economy, and 
ing the impact of harmful moth species to Wisconsin. This process is not unique _ identity. Politics aside, the public funding 
through the application of sustainable to cranberries, as Stephens says, “Most of _ UW-Madison receives has direct impacts 
and environmentally-conscious pro- the apples that you purchase and eat have to many small subsets of the state like 
cesses. These moths pose a threat to been grown under mating disruption.” cranberry growers. Next time you give 
cranberries when they reproduce and lay thanks over a slice of turkey, remember 
eggs on cranberry fields. After their eggs | According to Stephens, the mating dis- that researchers at UW-Madison are part 
hatch, the larvae feed off the cranberry ruption technique is much more effective _ of the process that helped make this deli- 
plants until they are ready to grow and than spraying pesticides and better for cious celebratory meal. ® 
metamorphose to later stages. Research- _ the environment as well. Stopping moths 

= ers have worked to mitigate the damages can be hard, and with more traditional _ written by:Ben Hayes 
associated with this process. To do this, techniques it takes precise timing of the _ Photography by: Mary Shaughessy 

researchers use a technique called mating life cycle of the moth. Favorably, these _ Design by: Patricia Stan 
disruption, which involves infusing wax dollops of wax can be applied at a less spe- 
with female moth pheromone that canbe cific time and are much more effective, 
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: 7 

; | fthe S L h System / . O € space Launcn syste 
Fe a 

re . A peek into the analysis and planning vital 

: . to make a rocket mission successful. 

a a earing the words “NASA” or “rocket ship? more complicated than what would be found in the 
i ce probably conjures images of large-scale me- _ basic statics course that UW-Madison engineering 

i a chanical systems like the space shuttle or the students take, yet the same fundamental principles 
Q aa International Space Station. To the casual observer, the _ apply. Something as seemingly trivial as a single bolt 
fe + term rocket science may just seem like a far-fetched failing because the actual in-flight stress is higher than 

5 \ concept that would not play a significant role in their _ predicted could lead to mission failure. Allen preaches 
a day-to-day life. However, have you ever stopped to that every component in the system is as important as 

a think about the amount of thought and effort that goes _ the next, and nothing can be neglected during the de- 
Be into designing, building and testing projects that are _ signing and testing procedure. An engineer with over 

a this large of scale? NASA’s Space Launch System (SLS) _ 30 years of experience at the Aerospace Corporation 
: ~ the massive rocket capable of propelling humans and __ has said that this is the most complex vehicle ever to be 

3 cargo to the ends of the universe (or at least Mars) - is _ built. “You can’t design a rocket like this by trial and 
ie no exception. Significant research and testing is re- _ error. We have to know that it will work the first time, 
ee quired for everything from the propulsion system to or there will be some incredible fireworks on launch 

j the structural integrity of a single bolt. One such vital day and the potential for loss of life or other serious 
ae area of analysis is structural dynamics which analyze _ consequences,” urges Allen. 

i the loads and vibrations of a system as it is in motion. 
ag This is such a critical analysis because of the severity of 
as - the damage if anything goes wrong. If the load exceeds 
a ae . the strength for even a single bolt, the impact, and the 

a a consequences, could be catastrophic. 

a ey UW-Madison Professor Matt Allen from the Structur- 
i a al Dynamics laboratory has been working with NASA 
ey ‘ to ensure the best possible methods are being used 

Fe i to test and model the SLS. In general, the laboratory In many cases, especially in an assembly as complex 
Ee ry and Allen’s research aims to model complex systems _ as the SLS, the computer model itself is not sufficient 
Se —= to predict the response and stresses during dynamic _ proof that the rocket will survive even getting out of 

an a events. These predictions certify a better understand- _ Earth’s atmosphere. The rocket shakes with the great- 
pe ig ing on how to design these systems. The engineering _ est intensity at a point called “max Q,” (or maximum 
ee ; a analysis that goes into these models is, of course, much aerodynamic pressure) in which the speed of the 
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rocket and the atmospheric density combine to be done on a shorter timeline and with far less _ this is something NASA has never done before 
produce the worst-case aerodynamic loading for money. With these constraints as well as the and Allen is working to test the feasibility of 
the rocket while still in the earth’s atmosphere. _ inability to perform extensive testing and scale __ these ideas. 
Many failures can take place at this instant. If, | models for the rocket as was done for the shuttle, 
for example, a resonance is excited—a case where _ the structural dynamic analysis becomes even This process, seemingly simple on the surface, 
the forces a system experiences are at exactly the more important. “Without this type of research, takes many years to perfect because so much 
right frequency to accentuate the response of you can’t hope to speed up the process of build- _ planning and analysis must take place in every 

some mode of the system. This is analogous to _ ing a rocket,” explains Allen. step. The challenge is in every component being 

pushing a child on a swing; if they're pushed at designed specially to undergo the types of load- 
random, they don’t go very high, but if they are When the space shuttle was built, NASA had a__ ings and vibrations that it will experience during 
pushed, even a little, at just the right interval, dedicated testing facility with equipment to lift launch. “If you were to take a standard iPhone 
then each push builds on the last and the swing __ the entire vehicle, so it could be tested ina freely and bolt it into the [rocket] bay, would it survive 
rises high. The resonant or non-resonant shak- hanging configuration, which is similar to the _ the ride? Probably not,” says Allen. As testing 

ing could also cause nonlinear effects, especially flight condition. Due to the tighter budget with and analysis continue for the SLS less than one 

in joints, which are currently very difficult to  SLS, it won't be possible to renovate that facil- _ year from its anticipated November 2018 launch 
model in computer simulations. Thus, research- ity, and no other facilities exist that can lift a date, many people are tirelessly working to make 
ers and engineers must empirically find the bal- multi-million pound, 300 foot tall flight vehicle. sure that this mission is a success as it could be 
ance between testing and simulation to create So, Allen and others are working to devise other the start of a new age in space exploration. @ 
the best rocket possible. “The design process tests like when the rocket is mounted on the 
involves tradeoffs between analysis and testing launch platform. This test can be used to check _ written by: Jordan Wolff 
to check the analysis and fill in knowledge gaps, _ the validity of computer models. This proves Photography by: Jason Hakamaki 
and all of this has to be balanced with cost and _ more difficult than one would think because ev- _ Design by: Patricia Stan 

schedule to deliver the vehicle on time - or, let’s ery vibration of the rocket causes flexure in the 
say somewhat in the ballpark of on time,” says entire launchpad, making it necessary for the 
Allen, with a grin. entire system, launchpad and all, to be modeled 

with the same care that is given to the flight ve- 
All of these efforts must consider cost effective- _ hicle. Taking out the dynamics of the tower and 
ness because, compared to the development of _ platform and only focusing on the dynamics of 
the space shuttle in the 60s, this project must _ the rocket proves to be a difficult task. As such, 

g icin i. Apply Your College Degree While Serving 

See ee eee el me” ~ Your Country! There’s no better place to 
i sali hfe = start than Navy Nuclear Propulsion! 

5 Be a ae aii = The Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program is one of the top 
ee et » —SSC*~—<“‘is ~~ nuclear programs on earth. You can emerge far more educated, 

a or. | ee = «more experienced, and more respected than those ve enter 
2a ce — = the private sector. Proudly serving your passion, your future anc 
iad sri Ce | ee eee your country. 

sd ee ee SG cote Whatever your specific interest, this is a leadership experience 
oS lt Ce es _ that cannot be found anywhere in the world. An opportunity 

ee tgs Rigi * heen that puts you years ahead of your peers: 

ree 2 Sr ¢ Manage the operation of multi-billion dollar nuclear powerec 
/_ amet submarines and ships 
oo : My a ¢ Acquire an advanced post-graduate-level education (funded 

i . oe by the Navy and Marine Corps) 
= + _ * Develop leadership skills that grow you professionally 
ae eS. __ * +Become an experienced supervisor of a Nuclear Power Plant 

Bee ® = 

Rs . i _ Two and Three Year Scholarships Available at 
a ee pile ___, the University of Wisconsin Naval ROTC: 

aa cteads, Si ae 
aero S a —, eat 5 Applicant Requirements: 

= ita =. hy * At least 30 but no more than 120 semester hours 
- ) * Minimum University GPA of 2.5 
Xs " : i * — United States Citizen 

é To learn about opportunities to earn a scholarship and 
commission as an active duty Navy or Marine Corps Officer 
through the University of Wisconsin Naval ROTC call LT Taylor 
Ebert at (608) 262-3794 or visit https://nrotc.wisc.edu 
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Ys oy bei oo As one of the most common mental disorders 

ee ¥ NUnit mie cme elite CHUL 
2 students on college campuses like UW-Madison. 

Breakthrough studies in depressive disorders suggest a link between 

depression and inflammation as well as potential treatment strategies 

epression is one of the most common formulation, and the reduction of inflamma- While this area of research is still a work in prog- 
Dr disorders within the United tion’. The inflammation causes symptoms such ress, the defined link between inflammation and 

States. It is an illness that affects mood, as disrupted sleep, mood swings, fatigue, foggy- depression opens many doors for new medica- 
emotions, and behavior, which can make day-to- headedness, and impaired concentration’. For tions and treatment plans specific to certain 
day life for diagnosed individuals extremely diffi- a cold or flu, these symptoms are not persistent types of depression. Anti-inflammatories, such 
cult. According to the National Institute of Men- _ and typically subside in a few weeks. In the case _as omega-3 essential fatty acids, may be used to 
tal Health, over 16 million individuals over the _ of chronic illnesses such as Parkinson’s disease, help decrease levels of inflammation and mitigate 
age of 18 suffered from at least one formofamajor cerebrovascular disease, or multiple sclerosis’, the effects of depression*. This is promising for 
depressive disorder in 2015, making depression the majority of the symptoms can potentially depressed patients as well as those suffering from 
one of the most common forms of mental illness'. last years. As a result, many individuals suffer- chronic illnesses. 
The various forms of depression (including ma- _ ing from an inflammatory chronic illness exhibit 
jor depression, dysthymia, postpartum depres- similar symptoms of depression. While these treatments continue to be improved, 
sion, atypical depression, psychotic depression, one should not haphazardly use anti-inflam- 
and bipolar disorder) originate from a number One of the more significant discoveries regard- _ matories, as they could potentially aggravate or 

of sources including fluctuations in hormone lev- _ ing inflammation and depression links the two _ worsen the inflammation. Anti-inflammatories, 
els, stress, grief, and substance abuse’. However, to early-life adversity. Early-life adversity often in the case of depression, refer to very specific 
researchers are still working toward more exact includes abuse, chronic neglect, economic hard- _ types of drugs, such as anti-cytokine antibodies, 
causes and how to treat them?. ships, or lack of adequate support. These factors not typical over-the-counter anti-inflammatories 

may disrupt the development of the brain and — such as Tylenol or Ibuprofen'®. Using improper 
Recent studies have revealed that one possible increase the risk for stress-related disease®. One _anti-inflammatories that are not specifically pre- 
source for at least some forms of depression may study conducted by UW-Madison Professor scribed by a health professional could in turn 
be inflammation throughout the body and brain. _ Charles Raison suggests that individuals who suf- have negative consequences. While there is still 
The body becomes inflamed when trying to fight __ fer from early-life adversity are often in “chronic” much to be learned, the research linking inflam- 
off an infection, such as one brought on byacom- _ states of stress, which in turn cause spikes in the mation to depression may lead to treatments for 
mon cold or the flu. Inflammation is the body’s inflammatory response‘. The spikes, followed those suffering with certain forms of depression 
response to stress, whether it be from diet, envi- by bodily inflammation, seem to predispose or and establish a better understanding of depres- 
ronment, or lifestyle’. For example, in the case of _ predict the likelihood of depression later in life. sion as a whole. ® 
a cold, inflammation may occur through a fever, However, the reverse process would not neces- 
which heats up the body and helps to prevent _ sarily occur. While inflammation and depression _ written by: Lucy Shoemaker 
what is invading the body. In depression, the in- _ are correlated, they are independent of early-life Photography by:Gary Geson 
flammation is caused by stress that raises cortisol _ adversity; it is simply the overactive inflamma- _ Designby: Patricia Stan 
levels within the body. Cortisol, which is often tory response caused by early-life adversity that 
referred to as the “stress hormone,” is involved _ predisposes one to stress*. View citations for this story at www.wisconsinengineer.com. 

in blood sugar regulation, metabolism, memory 
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Updating New Software Can Bring 
lol on a Higher Security Level 

We're moving closer to the widespread network called the Internet of Things (IoT). 

With this system, we’re also moving closer to the benefits and threats it can bring us. 
eee 

rom rental bikes to refrigerators, more de- Professor Bilge Mutlu says. Although IoT has _ installed on the devices automatically.” Another 
F= are connected to the internet every _ been discussed for over two decades, there still good example is the modern smartphone — we 

day. With this system, we're moving closer are limited applications. The technology is fac- _ take these for granted, but they are another part 
to the widespread network called the Internet of _ ing many challenges as industries insist on more _ of the IoT with successful security updates. 
Things (IoT). Even more so than in consumer complexity, but perhaps the biggest challenge for 
devices, IoT is finding use in diverse commer- _ IoT is security vulnerability. This vulnerability J” “Examples of good practices 
cial industries. IoT is not exactly anew concept, can be caused by different factors that are related with loT products are Google's 
as people have been theorizing about its applica- to IoT’ update software, old internet sensors, or 
tions for decades. These realizations of loT have machine authorization. Nest smart thermostat and 
brought us vacuum cleaners that clean the house Amazon’s Echo devices.” 

— Since companies continue to use old internet 
devices and network connections, IoT is con- 
strained from reaching a higher security level. _A specific security challenge that should concern 

— Internet sensors that are currently used for ma- _IoT providers involves machine authentication, 
eo Si ; chine-to-machine communication use old hard- _ which is the authorization of a machine-to-ma- 

‘ en ware, leaving them more vulnerable for hacking. chine communication through verification of a 
oo i . 5 Constant updates are required to secure IoT sys- digital credentials. With IoI implementation, 

fr) P = a tems, which could increase maintenance costs the devices communicate with each other, so one 
‘ \ well beyond mechanical maintenance on ma- machine should be able to authorize another one 

\ a) P j chines. “The number one thing IoT vendors and __ in a secure manner. With AI development, ma- 
rt "service providers can do is design their devicesso chines will be able to program system updates for 

ie @ & oe they are patchable by end users — meaning that _ each other, allowing IoT systems to communicate 
s iy oF al P when security vulnerabilities are discovered, they more securely. 

NN ae / . are able to be updated with security fixes, prefer- 
: = F ably automatically,” says Dave Schroeder, an in- No matter how fast IoT systems progress, system 

3 —_ : f formation technology strategist at UW-Madison. providers should focus on upgrade potential to 
See ae E “Users can look for devices from vendors that ensure high quality security is included with the 

shi is E provide security updates and have a proven track _ product. Ultimately, regular system upgrades will 
a record on security and privacy.” This requiresIof allow the implementation of new features on the 

Pa service providers to constantly monitor potential _IoT system, creating benefits for both businesses 
f hacks, as well as constantly improve their system. and consumers. @ 

i Robots that auton- 
Consequently, there have already been cases of _ written by: YuliiaKapeliushna omously vacuum 

failed IoT security systems. For instance, inex- _ Photography by: Matt Henricks are one realization 

E pensive Chinese-made IP cameras and devices _ Designby:Patricia Stan of loT that consum- 
IP cameras have been susceptible to security like set-top boxes became part of the Mirai bot- ers can experience. 

exploits resulting in DDoS attacks. net, which were involved in widespread distribut- 

ed denial of service (DDoS) attacks in 2016. Those ee 

daily, coffee machines that prepare coffee as users _ devices did not have proper security updates, and he 
wake up, and refrigerators that order groceries for _ the vulnerabilities could not have been patched. Wee - (4a 4 
them. “When price and features are the only criteria ican ‘ an 

for a customer, security is often overlooked,” ~~ Leg 
The IoT technology is even more promising for Schroeder says. “On the contrary, some compa- 2 a 
the business sector than for consumers. “In the _ nies were able to implement an IoT high security a eee 
consumer domain, benefits of IoT are not com- system into our lives.” To contrast, we are defi- SS ‘ 
pletely clear. They create some convenience but _nitely able to see some companies successfully 
not much beyond that. However, the situation implementing their loT with high security level. 
with business and industries are little different, “Examples of good practices with IoT products 
and there are more opportunities for IoT usage. are Google’s Nest smart thermostat and Ama- “a 
Businesses depend on efficiency and take advan- _zon’s Echo devices. Both vendors deliver timely a cee 
tage of economies of scale,’ Computer Sciences _ security updates for these devices, and they are BE ee ee Milde 
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Let Altair’s Simulation Driven Design tools take your projects to new heights. 

Altair offers world-class FEA Analysis, lightweighting, and model-based development tools. 

Altair’s Academic Program gives you access to the FREE HyperWorks Student Edition, 
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SHINE is seeking talented engineering interns to join ee i , | fy 
our team in the Summer of 2018. As a SHINE intern, you | if | fe B= ak , ch | 
will work closely with the engineering team to prepare i) } 1 eames DT eked 

for construction and operation of our first-of-a-kind A | — : oe 
medical isotope manufacturing facility. Successful P fe | 
applicants will have the opportunity to work on cutting- Tc —_—— 
edge technology, with potential areas of focus including: (fe At oo ae | 

radioactive materials, piping systems, instrumentation —, : 
and control systems, hot cells and beyond. |} 4 V ] , 

To be eligible, you must be pursuing a BS in one of the “Seoos Le ae at 
following areas: mechanical, chemical, electrical, or LT! - 
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driven, curious, and comfortable with ambiguity. be | | = 2 
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